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KUALA LUMPUR
~ VENICE Mestre
( Meals on board ) ( Dinner )

Fly Emirates to the richly romantic city of
Venice.
Dinner and check in hotel.
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VENICE ISLAND
D
~ Gondola Ride
~ VENICE Mestree
( Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner )

The only ways to see Venice in style, a place
where the legendary gondola take off to the
hundred of canals in beautiful Venice!
Walking tour include St. Mark's Square,
Casanova’s Bridge of Sighs, the Doges Palace
and St.Mark Cathedral.
See the world's best artisans demonstrating
the age-old art of glass-blowing at a Venetian
factory.
Enjoy the canal ride of Gondola serenade.
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VENICE ~ MILAN
~ Free Day
~ Meeting Paper Company
( Breakfast )

After breakfast, continue journey to Milan, here
an orientation of Italy’s most fashionable city.
Milan is famous for its wealth of historical and
modern sights - the Duomo, one of the biggest
and grandest Gothic cathedrals in the world, La
Scala, one of the best established opera house
in the globe, the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, an
ancient and glamorous arcaded shopping
gallery.
Meeting with paper company.
Free at leisure in afternoon.

MILAN ~ Lake Como
~ LUGANO
O
Switzerland
~ MILAN
( Breakfast, Lunch,
nch, Dinner )

Excursion tour to thee scenic Lake Como
- deep blue lake, has
long been known as
the, Venus of the
dressing mirror
glass.
The largest city in
Italian - language canton
on
Ticino. Beautifully situated on Lake Lugano,
cultural, commercial tourist xenter, but also a
town of parks and flowers villas and sacred
buildings.
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MILAN ~ CINQUE TERRE
~ PISA ~ FLORENCE
( Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner )

The Cinque Terre,
is a rough patch
along the river
coast on the Italian
Riviera. Cinque
Terre is the best
place to visit when
t
ti
you want to break from th
the monotonous
routine
of everyday life and want to go on an adventure.
The Cinque Terre has it all. This is the place
where one can explore “The Five Lands”
comprising five villages including Monterosso
al Mare, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola, and
Riomaggiore.
Pisa has the air of a capital city with with an
interesting past. Today, splendid building recall
the past grandeur of the Pisan Republic. Visit
the most famous monument in the world, the
leanding Tower of Pisa and Cathedral in the
Square Of Miracles, which has always tilted, but
being set on the Field of Miracles may avoid
falling over !
Overnight in Florence.
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FLORENCE ~ ROME
( Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner )

Florence, home of
Michelangelo, as art
and innovation.
On our arrival enjoy
the city view from
Piazzale Michelangelo..
Walking tour include the
h SSanta
t M
Maria
i Cathedral,
C th d l
see Giotto's belltower, the Gates of Paradise,
the open-air and gallery of Signoria Square.
Travel to the capital of Italy - Rome, the city of
splendour and glory.
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ROME Tour ~ VATICAN CITY
( Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner )

Rome, the Eternal City with a surprising
mixture of the ancient, the Colosseum,
Renaissance building and Baroque churches
combine.
Sightseeing tour inclusive the magnificient
St. Peter's Basilica in thee Vatican,
and the Trevi Fountain.
Visit new seven wonder
of the Forum
Colosseum .
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ROME
~ Castel Romano Outlet
~ KUALA LUMPUR
( Breakfast )( Meals on board )

Castel Romano Outlet, is one of the most
visited in Central Italy, more than 110
multi-brand stores and make the Outlet
Village of Castel Romano the ideal place to
make a quality shopping with a large
selection of items and closeouts.
promotions throughout the year in the shops
with the opportunity to get discounts between
30% to 70%.
Bid farewell to Italy as we transfer to airport for
flight back to Kuala Lumpur.
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Arrive KUALA LUMPUR
( Meals on board )

Arrive Kuala Lumpur with happy memories till
we meet again !
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